
Functional Counterparts of some Logic Programming TechniquesTatsuru Matsushita and Colin RuncimanDepartment of Computer Science, University of YorkYork, YO1 5DD, EnglandE-mail: ftatsuru,coling@cs.york.ac.ukABSTRACTDrawing on experience of translating a Prolog program into Haskell, a rangeof correspondences between logic and functional programs are discussed. Des-pite the di�erences of underlying paradigms, in many cases we can �nd closecounterparts between the two programming schemes.1. IntroductionTo anyone surveying the entire range of programming languages and systems, logicprogramming and functional programming surely appear similar in many ways. Bothhave their origins in mathematical ideas rather than in the design of computing ma-chines. Both are declarative, o�ering a programming style quite removed in principlefrom the low-level store-and-jump model of conventional imperative languages.Yet in each paradigm there are quite distinctive programming techniques. At least,that is the impression often given by textbooks (though few discuss both paradigmsin depth).In this paper we look at some techniques often regarded as part of the distinctiverepertoire of the logic programmer. We point out that there are counterparts ofthese techniques available to the functional programmer, using the tools of higherorder functions and lazy evaluation. Our claims are modest. We are not o�eringa new translation principle. Not even the speci�c techniques are original. But fewdeclarative programmers are well-versed in such correspondences, and their widerdevelopment and use could be a fruitful avenue of work.Our paper has a speci�c context. It has been prompted by recent experiencetranslating a moderately large logic program (about 13 k source lines) into a functionallanguage. The application is a program transformation system, Starship 4. We shalluse this system from time to time as a source of illustration. Aside from our wish tostudy the correspondence between logic and functional programming, other motivesfor translating Starship included the hope of more direct and concise expression oftransformation rules (through the use of higher order functions) and the potential forself-application (since the programs that Starship transforms are functional). Theoriginal system was programmed in SICStus Prolog 1, and the translation is writtenin Haskell 5. In this paper, we adopt these languages throughout as the means ofexpression for logic and functional programs respectively.



The rest of the paper divides as follows. Section 2 discusses �ve di�erent aspectsof logic programming technique, and counterparts to them in a functional language.Section 3 briey considers some aspects of logic programs that can pose di�cultiesfor a functional translation. Section 4 concludes.2. Techniques and counterparts2.1. Backtracking and list of success techniqueIn logic programs, many predicate/procedure de�nitions involve several clauses,and for a speci�c call of such procedures more than one clause may match. Procedurescan yield multiple results: there may be several ways of satisfying a goal, and each ofthem may result in di�erent bindings of terms to variables. On the other hand, whenthe body-instance of an earlier clause fails, or failure occurs in the context from whichthe procedure was called, execution may need to backtrack to consider alternatives.A standard introductory example:member(X,[X|_]).member(X,[_|Xs]) :- member(X,Xs).The goal member(X,[1,2,3]) has three potential results, each binding X to a di�erentelement of the list. The �rst clause binds X to 1 without recursion. If this leads tofailure in the calling context, backtracking leads to use of the recursive clause andhence further solutions.In functional programs, though function de�nitions may involve several equations,at most one such equation applies for a given call. Reduction by this equation leadsto the result; there is no backtracking. However, as Wadler points out 11, if we makethe result of a function a list, and regard the items of this list as multiple results,lazy evaluation provides the counterpart of backtracking. There is no computationof the list beyond its �rst item unless and until the context demands it. An emptylist represents failure, and list concatenation serves for the disjunction of alternatives.Returning to the member example, direct use of this idea leads to:member [] = []member (x:xs) = [x] ++member xsFor this example, we have ended up with an identity function. That is, memberapplications can be eliminated altogether using the equation:member xs = xs



Starship Example This `list of successes' technique �nds many uses in the transla-tion of Starship. For example, there is a predicate called partially_rearrange thatextracts every possible form of an expression containing associative (and perhapscommutative) operators. So the expressiona + b + ccan be rearranged as:a+(b+c) or (a+b)+c or b+(a+c) or : : :One of the main clauses de�ning partially_rearrange is:partially_rearrange(E, R) :-chain(Op, E, C),(commutes(Op) ->aperm(C, P), associate(Op, P, R); associate(Op, C, R)).Here chain(Op, E, C) derives a linear chain C of operands from an expression Ewhose outermost part is a tree of applications of the binary operator Op. The apermgoal generates permutations of operand in the case of a commutative operator, andassociate generates alternative associations. This translates into the Haskell equa-tion: partially_rearrange e =let (op,c) = chain e inif commutes op then[r | p<-aperm c, r<-associate op p]else associate op cWhile Prolog backtracks and returns each rearrangement as an alternative substitu-tion for R, the Haskell solution yields a list of all possible rearrangements. Note theconvenience of the list comprehension [r | p<-aperm c, r<-associate op p] inthe commutative case.2.2. De�nite clause grammars and parser combinatorsMost programs have input. Many inputs are textual, and legal inputs form a smalllanguage which the program must parse. In Prolog, parsers can be built by givingthe rules of a de�nite clause grammar (DCG). DCG rules are converted into ordinary



predicates, which include input/output lists, by a preprocessor in the Prolog system.For example, the DCG rulecommand(com(Name,Count)) --> name(Name),count(Count).de�nes a simple command consisting of a command-name and repetition count as-suming separate rules for name and count. There may be alternative rules for thesame construct, with parsing by backtracking if necessary.In a functional language such as Haskell, parsers can be built using parser com-binators 6. Parsers are functions which take an input string as argument and returna list of pairs of parsed value and rest of the string. A parser of a value t has type:parser :: String -> [(t,String)]This is the lazy list of success technique again, with an empty list representing a failedparse. Parser combinators combine parsers to make another `greater' parser. Twosuch combinators are:p1 ... p2 = \inp -> [((v1,v2),out2) |(v1,out1) <- p1 inp,(v2,out2) <- p2 out1]p `using` f = \inp -> [(f v,out)|(v,out) <- p inp]The combinator (...) builds a parser for two values expressed in sequence { theresulting values are simply paired. The combinator using allows structures otherthan the default pair types to result from parsing. The above example of a DCG rulefor a command translates to Haskell as:command = name ... count `using` \(n,c) -> Com n cBoth LHS and RHS here are functions. The argument in each case is a list of tokens.There is no need for preprocessing in a functional language; the combinators yieldparsers directly as functional values.Starship Parser The Starship parser routines in both Prolog and Haskell versionsfollow grammatical structure. In each case, the input lists do not appear in thedescriptions. For example, Starship accepts laws such as:mapmap f g ! map f . map g = map (f . g)



The Prolog DCG rule for parsing the top level syntax of a law is:law_form(law(Name, Vars_Etc, B)) -->law_head(Name, Vars_Etc), ['->'],law_body(B).This becomes in Haskell:law_form =law_head ... lit"->" *..law_body`using`\((Var name,v),b) -> Law name v b.The lit function used here builds a parser for a literal string.One advantage of Prolog is that its uni�cation mechanism provides `two way'matching on the left hand sides: i.e. `inputs' can be decomposed and `outputs'constructed implicitly. In the DCG term law_form, the result is represented by thepattern law(Name, Vars_Etc, B), and constructed from the terms from law_headand law_body, through uni�cation. In Haskell, the pair structure ((Var name,v),b)is constructed by the standard parsers; the abstract syntax is derived from it by thefunction: \((Var name,v),b) -> Law name v b.2.3. Non-ground computation and partial applicationIn Prolog, data terms containing uninstantiated variables are `�rst-class citizens':they can be passed, for example, as arguments in a goal or bound to variables as aresult of executing a goal. This possibility can be exploited to good e�ect. One stand-ard technique is the so-called di�erence-list 10 of the form Xs\Ys where Xs is a partiallist, with Ys as its tail beyond some point. For example, perhaps Xs=[1,2,3|Ys].By unifying another list with Ys, concatenation is accomplished without recursivelyreconstructing the earlier part of the list.append(Xs\Ys,Ys\Zs,Xs\Zs).To obtain a normal list data structure Xs from a di�erence-list Xs\Ys, one simplyuni�es Ys with [] the empty list.In a functional language, data constructions containing variables are not by them-selves well-formed expressions. It is not possible to pass as argument or obtain asresult a data structure with some components unbound | although under lazy eval-uation they may be bound to as yet unevaluated expressions. However, functionsare `�rst class citizens'. If we introduce a variable v under a lambda abstraction,



then the body of the function may of course build a data structure incorporatingv. So a functional counterpart for the di�erence-list [1,2,3|Ys]\Ys is the lambdaabstraction \ys->([1,2,3]++ys) or, using the section notation, simply the partialapplication ([1,2,3]++). By combining such partial applications using function com-position, the functional programmer also achieves concatenation without recursivelyreconstructing the pre�x of the list.append f g = f . gTo obtain a normal list from a pre-section such as (xs++), one simply applies it to[] as argument.Starship Unparser In Starship we have to display transformed equations back to ascreen, and must eventually write transformed source �les. For this purpose unparseroutines convert abstract syntax into lists of textual tokens. As a simple example,consider the unparser for type declarations that may precede a de�ning equations,such as the phrase from newline to with in:Define newline :: Charand tab :: Charwith [tab; newline] = "ntnn"In the following (simpli�ed) extract from the Prolog unparser, the di�erence-list isused to express textual representation of data structures.unparse_types([], (Tail \ Tail)).unparse_types([T], (Rest \ Tail)) :-unparse_type(T, (Rest \ [text('with ')|Tail])).unparse_types([T|Ts], (Rest \ Tail)) :-unparse_type(T, (Rest \ [text('and ')|Tss])),unparse_types(Ts, (Tss \ Tail)).This is translated into Haskell as:unparseTypes [] = idunparseTypes [t] =unparseType t . unparseText "with "unparseTypes (t:ts) =unparseType t . unparseText "and " .unparseTypes tsThe results from unparseTypes, unparseType and unparseText are all functions oftype String->String. By building a tree of function compositions, rather than a



tree of concatenations(++), repeated reconstruction of lists is avoided.2.4. Meta-logical operators and higher order functionsNot only can Prolog terms include variables as �rst class citizens, there are met-alogical operators that exploit the distinction between variables and non-variables.Other metalogical operators subvert the normal distinction between predicate termsand data. Both kinds of operator are used in the following de�nition:map(_, [], []).map(Term, [I|Is], [O|Os]) :-copy_term(Term, I^O^Instance),call(Instance),map(Term, Is, Os).The technique here is to use metalogical operators to compensate for the lack ofhigher order programming. In a functional language, of course, de�ning map is rathermore straightforward.map f [] = []map f (x:xs) = f x : map f xsSo where have the metalevel operators gone? The purpose of copy_term in the logicprogram is to build a body appropriately instantiated for a given call. Performing thisoperation e�ciently is a central concern of a functional language compiler 8; it doesnot have to be explicit in a functional program. The purpose of the call operator isto coerce a data term into a predicate term. In the functional language there is noneed for the data structure in the �rst place, as the functional value is passed directly.Starship Example Several other procedures using similar metalogical techniquesare de�ned in Starship. These routines are widely used throughout the program. Togive just one example of the use of map, here is a simple procedure accessing theabstract syntax of de�nitions.Cs define_ids Ns :-Cs define_vars Vars,map(I^O^(I has_id O), Vars, Ns).



In Haskell this becomes:define_ids cs = map has_id (define_vars cs)2.5. Clause manipulation and continuation passing styleAnother characteristic of predicate-procedures in Prolog is that their de�nitionscan be dynamic. Clauses de�ning such predicates can be removed or added, during theexecution of the program, using metalogical primitives such as retract and assert.Heavy use of dynamic predicates is poor style, but in many applications the bestprogramming solution involves a small number of dynamic predicates. For example,options might be switched on or o� byswitchOn(O) :- assert(option(O)).switchOff(O) :- retract(option(O)).so that the success or failure of option() goals can be used to control various programcomponents without any explicit mention of the structure in which options are held.In a functional program, all the de�ning equations are �xed throughout execution.There are no `dynamic functions' and no metalevel operators to manipulate de�ningequations as values. Any part of the execution state that is dynamic can only be com-municated to a section of the program by passing arguments. To represent `change'of such dynamic state we can augment a function's result with a `new state' value.For example, rede�ning a function f of type a->b to `change' a state of type s, itstype becomes a->s->(b,s). In the degenerate case where the entire purpose of thefunction is state-change, it might be given the type s->s. For the options example,the state could be a list of active options:switchOn o os = o : osswitchOff o os = os \\ [o]option o os = o `elem` osBut this approach leads to a global cluttering of the program with explicit men-tions of the option list and expressions to construct or access tuples containing it. Toavoid this problem, instead of passing the option list to the program at large, we passparts of the program at large to the option functions, as continuations.



switchOn o k os = k (o : os)switchOff o k os = k (os \\ [o])ifoption o ky kn os =(if o `elem` os then ky else kn) osThe argument order permits convenient composition with the state arguments leftimplicit. We may write, for example:switchOn trace .switchOn help .ifoption logfile ( etc ) ( etc )Starship object program In Starship, the most important use of dynamic clausesin the original Prolog-based version is to represent the object program being trans-formed. The e�ect of interpreting almost every command in Starship includes ac-cessing one or more such clauses | possibly retracting some of them and assertingtransformed replacements. In the Haskell translation, the object program constitutesthe main part of a state for which continuation-passing operations are de�ned.The type of the main function that interprets commands is:exec :: Command -> (ClauseDb -> a) -> ClauseDb -> awhere ClauseDb is the type of the `database' of de�ning clauses for the program beingtansformed. The polymorphic type a is usually text to be displayed to the Starshipuser.Database manipulation, or, in general, state change, is a typical impure process.Wadler 12 describesmonadic style programming { another way to model impure e�ectsin a purely functional language.3. Some problematic techniques3.1. Cut operatorThere is no single counterpart of the cut operator that is the most appropriatechoice in all cases. Cuts are used in a variety of ways in Prolog programs, to preventuseless or inappropriate backtracking. For example, a predicate which computes thesum of positive integers from 1 up to a given limit N, might be de�ned as:



sum_to(N, 0) :- N =< 0, !.sum_to(N, R) :-N1 is N-1,sum_to(N1, R1),R is N+R1.The goal sum_to(1,R) succeeds with R = 1 as the only solution. But without thecut operator at the end of the 1st line, backtracking would yield again R = 1, andthen the spurious solutions R = 0, R = -2, R = -5 and so on.The sum_to example illustrates a common pattern: the initial goals of a bodyde�ne a precondition for this clause to apply, and are separated by a cut from theremaining cut-free goals. This corresponds to the use of guards in Haskell. Thesum_to predicate translates into the Haskell function:sum_to n| n <= 0 = 0| otherwise = n + sum_to (n-1)In this translation the = sign after the guard n <= 0 corresponds to the cut operator.Once we get to the right hand side of this =, we are committed to use this equation.We saw earlier the use of list of successes for backtracking. When this representa-tion is used, a cut can be as simple as discarding the tail of a list. Suppose we de�ne:cut [] = []cut (x:xs) = [x]In a predicate clause such asreduce(L,R) :-equation(E), match(L,E,R), !.the cut is used to avoid multiple results when there could be several equations thatmatch (each perhaps in several ways). One translation isreduce l =cut [r|e <- equations, r <- match e l]The cut operator can be especially important in parsers for e�ciency reasons. Ifbacktracking is possible, the input stream has to be kept. However, it is frequentlythe case that after reading a small number of tokens, we can recognise there is nopossibility of backtracking: we reach a point where we can place a cut.



Rojemo 9 explains a cut combinator used in his continuation-based parsing sheme:instead of discarding the tail of a list he discards a failure continuation retaining onlya success continuation.3.2. PolymodalityArguments of some Prolog predicates can be used as input in one case and asoutput in another case. This is polymodality. For example, the standard de�nition ofappend is:append([],Ys,Ys).append([X|Xs],Ys,[X|Zs]) :- append(Xs,Ys,Zs).As its name suggests append can be used in a goal such as append([1,2], [3,4],Zs) with the result that [1,2,3,4] is bound to Zs. But in the case ofmember(X,Ys) :- append(As,[X|Xs],Ys).and a goal such as member(X, [1,2,3]) the predicate append is given a whole listYs and splits it into the list-pair (As,[X|Xs]).Because of the one-directional characteristic of functions, polymodal predicatesdo not have a direct counterpart in a functional language. A typical de�nition ofappend in Haskell is:append :: [a] -> [a] -> [a]append [] ys = ysappend (x:xs) ys = x : append xs ysIn contrast to Prolog, the related list-splitting function requires a separate de�nitionwith a more complex structure:split :: [a] -> [([a],[a])]split [] = [([],[])]split (h:t) =([],h:t) : [(h:l,r)|(l,r)<-split t]The two functions have completely di�erent types and it is impossible to use theordinary append function in place of split. Darlington's absolute set abstraction 2,an extension of the functional language Hope, allows a de�nition of the form:split zs = [(xs,ys) | append xs ys == zs]



But evaluation using such a de�nition takes us outside the realm of standard imple-mentation methods { ie. compiled graph reduction.In Starship, simple predicates to access data structures, such as has_bodyfunc(_, B) has_body Bare very common. This predicate is used in two ways: in a goal with both instancesof B instantiated, it is equivalent to the functionhas_body :: Clause -> Boolhas_body (Func _ b) b1 = (b==b1)When only the �rst B is instantiated, the equivalent function would be:body_of :: Clause -> Exprbody_of (Func _ b) = bIn the deeper computational workings of Starship, however, there are not many placeswhere the polymodal characteristics of predicates are exploited. By the time onehas considered issues such as the order of solutions, and the placement of cuts fore�ciency, there are few procedures in practice for which there are several useful modesof computation.4. Discussion and conclusionIn the course of translating a large and structurally complex logic program to afunctional language, we encountered a variety of programming techniques. In themajority of cases, it turns out that there are corresponding techniques in a functionallanguage with higher order functions and lazy evaluation.We have not made precise our notion of `correspondence', though we are certainlyinterested in doing so. For example, Felleisen 3 studies the question of programminglanguage power by asking about the extent to which program structure alters un-der translation. We have only accepted as counterparts those techniques that allowthe translated programs to have similar structure to the originals. The question ofexecution e�ciency is also important, though more di�cult to address: implementa-tion methods in both functional and logic programs remain active and rich �elds ofresearch.In a recent paper, Marchiori 7 considers a limited class of Prolog programs, andde�nes a translation from these into functional programs. The translation not onlypreserves termination and computed answers, but also keeps computational complex-ity. Resulting functional programs compute in a similar way to the logic programsfrom which they are derived. Translation is carried out by exact rules suggesting
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